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team and reporting objective:
• The articles were written with the collaboration of the video
maker Michele Calamaio, the legal opinion of Francesca
Ambrosino and the translation (in English) of the entire
reportage by the journalist translator Federico Zambelli.
• The objective of the report was to analyse, starting from the
complex phenomena linked to immigration (climate change
and incidence of the coronavirus pandemic), the
strengthening of the routes - especially as regards Italy,
through the central Mediterranean - through data, field
research and testimonies (both of the actors involved during
these crossings and of those who, like European politicians
and officials of the institutions, are involved in solving the
problem). In search of a solution that does not yet exist.

Results: target, coverage,
interaction
• The Reportage, with an average of about
forty readers per day (roughly too many),
since its publication (on the Italian
newspaper Secolo Trentino on 22 September
2020), has so far had a total of almost 350
views, 110 likes and many shares on various
platforms (twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn
mainly, but not only). The target is mainly
Italian, but there is also no lack of sharing
from users linked to the world of European
institutions and sector associations (many of
those included in the partnership with
Stars4Media).

The most important challenge:
• The most important challenge is, and still is, to raise public awareness of this
immigration phenomenon. We have had to face tough challenges, among people
who threatened us because we were simply doing our job, in telling what is
obvious to everyone, but which many people still do not have the courage to
say. We have been rejected and driven away, law enforcement agencies have
often and willingly not cooperated and many (including Frontex) have told us
"NO" after initial openings. The biggest challenge remains to overcome
hypocrisy. That of understanding that this is NOT ANYTHING, but that the
concept of humanity is at stake. And the risk is a checkmate to humanity.
Humanity cannot lose. Not this time.

What have I learned from this journalistic experience?
Maybe that you never stop learning. And that we are all, in the end, still learning.

1. Whom did you work with?
• We have interviewed over 50 migrants coming from Africa, Asia
and the Middle East.
• We have interviewed 15 humanitarian workers and activists
• We have done so in and around refugee camps in Greece (Samos,
Moria, Kara Tepe), Italy (Lampedua) and Malta (hot spots)
• We have interviewed EU politicians (MEPs Pietro Bartolo, Roberta
Metsola) and civil servants working in the camps

2. What was the initiative about?
• Talking to migrants to present their viewpoint in light on the
European debate on migration.
• To humanize the image of refugees in countries where the image
of migrants has been dehumanised in the public debate

3. Results (1)
• Article about Samos migrants published on:
• Onet.pl [in Polish] – Poland’s major online news portal
• 24.hu [in Hungarian] – Hungary’s major online news portal

3b. Results (2)
• Article about first Covid cases on Lesvos
• Euractiv.com
• Onet.pl

• Guest presence talking
about the project
on Halo Radio (twice)
• In preparation: op-ed
on migration policy
debate

4. Challenges
• Covid19 – it was a challenge to keep the schedule according to the
plan
• Covid19 bis – the camps were officially closed with no access. Still
we have found ways to talk to migrants
• National public spheres barriers: how difficult it is to break it to
be published in another public sphere where you are unknown.

5. Lessons learnt
• Fantastic European team crossing cultures (Italian, Polish),
experiences, media segments (written, video);
• If we were to do the project again, we would focus more on
building partnerships with media ahead of the project, not coming
to them with ready articles;
• We have improved and expanded media knowledge and networks
• We have learnt so much about the issue, the world of migrants
located in the camps
• I’ve learnt from my partner about how different is videomaking
from working on text

